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ABSTRACT 

The objective of this study is to explain the performance of a knowledge network, 
understood as a management, production and transfer system between the demands of the 

environment and the capabilities of the organization. A non-experimental, cross-sectional and 
correlational study was carried out with a non-probabilistic sample selection of 100 

administrators, teachers and students of a public university, considering their interaction in 
professional practices. The results show a confirmatory structure of three components related to 
the formation, production and transfer of knowledge, although the relationship matrix suggests 

the inclusion of another factor alluding to the creation of knowledge observed in creative 
organizations. The contrast of the model in another sample and study context is recommended, 

as well as the adjustment of the dimensions to a model with the inclusion of a fourth factor. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
Broadly speaking, a knowledge network is a climate of tasks centered on relationships of 
empathy, trust, commitment, entrepreneurship, innovation and satisfaction, but in a complex 

sense, it is based on vertical and bidirectional communication, with mutually influential leaders 
and followers, as well as a management and administration system focused on talents (Aguilar et 

al., 2016). 
However, in the framework of neoliberal globalization, educational policies have focused 

on the quality of processes and products according to a system of evaluation, accreditation and 

certification. In each of these phases, those who make up an institution or organization dedicated 
to the management, production and transfer of knowledge are subject to institutional guidelines 

that determine the financing, subsidy or forgiveness of payments for public services (Carreon et 
al., 2014). To the extent that Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) adjust their capabilities to 
state requirements, they circumscribe their strategies and functions to an autocratic relationship 
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between leaders and talents by prioritizing unidirectional communication and extrinsic 
motivation, but if these HEIs compete for financial resources, then they develop cultures of 

success and climates of innovation oriented to the management, production and transfer of 
knowledge (Carreon et al., 2015). Even the formation of knowledge networks is aimed at 

acquiring competitive advantages derived from a flexible culture, innovative climate and trust for 
knowledge entrepreneurship, being the commitment and satisfaction of talents key factors in the 
development of the organization (Carreon et al., 2016). 

However, organizations subject to evaluation, accreditation and certification focus their 
capabilities on the asymmetric relationship between their leaders and talents, with a vertical 

decision-making structure prevailing. In this authoritarian scenario, talents are assumed as 
resources or instruments, reducing their abilities to the execution of knowledge (Carreon et al., 
2017). In contrast, when transformational leaderships emerge that delegate decisions to talents 

and promote the development of their capabilities, organizations focus on the production of 
knowledge rather than the reproduction and transfer of knowledge. This is a scenario in which 

the diversification of strategies and functions in talents and leaders would explain the degree of 
entrepreneurship and innovation, as well as the commitment and satisfaction of the actors 
involved (Garcia, 2004). In such a scenario, organizational development has been explained from 

theories that highlight the importance of human relationships and motivations. From the 
humanistic approach of organizations, globalization is a guiding axis of emotions, feelings and 

affections. In this sense, the logic of globalization understood as the maximization of production 
and consumption relations with respect to cost reduction, is disseminated as a basis for 
management, production and knowledge transfer. Therefore, individuals are considered 

instruments of persuasion and dissuasion to arrive at the ends of profit. It is a rational choice 
process in which two principles prevail; 1) win-win that consists of an intensive negotiation in 

which those involved end up with a benefit greater than the costs invested and; 2) zero sum 
where they are involved in the dilemma of winning or losing (Acar & Acar, 2014). In this way, 
the logic of rational choice has been challenged for excluding from benefits those who are 

involved in the dilemma of winning or losing. 
In contrast, the social capital approach assumes that 1) people who share resources and 

assets are an end in themselves; 2) the instruments to share goods and resources suppose 
affections such as trust and cooperation; 3) therefore, the main asset of an organization is in the 
relationship itself rather than in resources, goods or people (Hernandez & Valencia, 2016). The 

theory of social capital considers that relationships between people are networks of production 
and reproduction of information and knowledge. It is a system of reciprocities in which a sender 

is a receiver in the process of information dissemination, decision making and execution of 
intentions. The information and knowledge network includes dissuasion and persuasion 
processes based on the degree of internal and external expectations of the network. If a climate 

of trust prevails in the network, then it will be possible to observe cooperation in undertaking and 
innovating tasks (Anicijevic, 2013). 

Precisely, continuous relationships –organizations with permanent control, surveillance 
and motivation– and discrete relationships –organizations with sporadic and unidirectional 
climates– determine the complexity of social capital, since the levels and degrees of interrelation 

affect the structures and phases of organizations –self-regulation, dissipation, adaptation and 
dynamism–. Complex organizational systems are limited to two relationships: tacit and implicit. 

Based on their structures and phases, complex organizations generate alternate processes of 
discretion and continuity. External demands and internal resources are limited to latent or visible 
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opportunities, as well as real or symbolic capacities (Garcia, 2005). These are rational and 
affective dimensions in which organizational cultures produce and reproduce information that 

defines them as autocratic or complex. In this duality, complex organizations determine the 
quality of their processes and products (Quintero et al., 2016). Although complex organizations 

seek to differentiate themselves and integrate with other organizations, the continuity of their 
processes and the emergence of their resources confines them to complexity (Cruz et al., 2016). 
The theory of social capital exalts continuous relationships, but considers discrete relationships 

as the foundation of continuous ones, since organizations produce knowledge from latent 
processes such as psychological ones. 

However, network analysis theory studies the structure of social capital, which it 
identifies as a graph. It is a conglomeration of implicit or tacit relationships that organizations 
establish as the objectives and goals are adjusted to the demands of the environment and the 

corresponding innovations (Mendoza et al., 2016). Consequently, the graph includes nodes and 
arcs or instances and relationships of knowledge production in the case of departments or task 

teams. Unlike social capital theory that focuses on relationships or arcs, network analysis theory 
considers that nodes are more relevant than arcs, since it is these instances that establish 
innovations and anticipate changes without the need to take action. Into account the arches 

(Robles et al., 2016). In this way, the associated nodes can be identified as dyads or triads, but if 
they share an organizational culture such as quality or success, then they are unimodal, 

configuring an order or number of total nodes included in the graph (Garcia, 2006). Once the 
order or number of nodes has been established, the density estimate is established by dividing the 
existing relations by the possible relations. Such relationships can be unidirectional –twitter– or 

bidirectional –facebook–. In both cases it is possible to calculate the directional weight (Garcia, 
2007). 

In the case of organizations that require other organizations, their directional weight can 
be significant and close to one, but if rather other organizations are the ones that need to establish 
relationships with it and such matter does not imply a benefit for it, the directional weight is 

determined by connection demands more than by connection needs (Sales et al. 2016). 
In the case of bidirectional or multidirectional nodes, the estimation is divided into the 

information inputs and outputs, the sum of both connections establishes its directional weight. If 
such estimation is higher with respect to other nodes, then it is considered that such organization 
is preponderant in the graph (Garcia, 2015). Implicit processes can also be established by 

calculating the directional weight required for an organization to link with another distant or 
selective organization. In this way, organizations configure a graph of estimated relationships 

and another graph of latent relationships (Escobar, 2014). 
In the case of estimated relations graphs they provisionally define the conjunctural power 

of a node, but the latent relations graph determines the historical influence of the node. The 

difference is substantial because conjunctural power refers to the probability that an organization 
has to respond to external demands based on its intermediation, but historical influence 

determines the potential that an organization would have if its resources would establish a 
unimodal culture. 

This is how organizational complexity alludes to power and influence represented in 

knowledge graphs, information networks, production nodes and relationship arcs. Social capital 
theory and network analysis theory explain the complexity of organizations as graphs, nodes or 

arcs, while describing cultures and exploring meanings between actors (Garcia et al., 2012). 
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If an organization is the result of the relationships between its talents, then its culture 
reflects the type of graph that it builds in response to the demands of the environment and 

internal resources. Organizational cultures allude to their uses and customs, values and norms 
inferred from the meanings of their symbols, their symbolic structure materialized in rituals, their 

autonomous or semi-autonomous sectors, their internal and external dialectics, their 
representations concerning surrounding information and their social identity. Based on these 
characteristics, the analysis of complex organizations is limited to their culture, leadership and 

climate. 
Thus, autocratic organizational cultures depend on leadership and task climates more than 

their talents and motivations. In contrast, complex organizational cultures are encouraged by the 
production of knowledge of their talents and the motivation of their leaders (Garcia et al., 2015). 
Autocratic cultures form graphs in which the continuity of discourses, conformities and 

isomorphism prevails, while complex organizations develop cultures and relationships and are 
sporadic in their processes that not only guide them in their adaptation or self-regulation, but also 

define them as emerging and dynamic (Garcia et al., 2016). The leaderships of autocratic 
cultures are predominant nodes of decision, but confined to values and norms of obedience and 
conformity. In complex organizational cultures, their nodes are latent leaderships that emerge 

when external demands exceed internal resources, or when relationships between nodes require 
innovative processes that generate opportunities and capabilities (Vazquez et al., 2016). 

Regarding information and knowledge, autocratic cultures reproduce arcs while complex 
organizations generate latent and observable relationships, while structuring their objectives and 
goals based on the contingencies of the market or state institutionalism (Ortiz & Garcia, 2008). 

In other words, autocratic organizations make up power structures and cultures of domination, 
while complex organizations structure cultures of innovation oriented towards influencing their 

talents and leadership (Perez et al. 2017). 
However, complex organizations differ from each other based on the relationships 

between their nodes and their contact intentions. Organizational avoidance is assumed as a factor 

of complexity, since it involves the establishment of latent relationships (Perez, 2016). In 
autocratic organizations, contact avoidance refers to a negative task and relationship climate, but 

in complex organizations it implies a culture of entrepreneurship and latent innovation in parallel 
to the relationships established with the other nodes. Autocratic organizations assume that 
contact can be superficial or intimate as arcs intensify, but complex organizations consider 

contact avoidance as a preliminary assessment of the node towards leadership and talent. 
Therefore, the avoidance of contact implies a latent relationship that will materialize in influence 

and innovation rather than in a relationship of power, obedience and conformity (Garcia, 2004). 
Contact avoidance is subject to a series of internal processes in the organization such as 
categorization and identity. By virtue of the fact that the nodes establish membership categories 

in order to exclude other nodes and avoid correspondence, organizations become more complex 
based on the differentiation of their talents and leadership (Garcia, 2005). 

In contrast, an organization that includes its talents and leadership in the same category 
not only generalizes its opportunities and capabilities, but also promotes superficial or autocratic 
relationships (Garcia et al., 2016). Therefore, organizational cultures are structured in networks 

from their internal differentiations and the choice of contact relationships. A greater number of 
connections or arcs supposes a greater complexity, but also a latent structure of relationships. 

Complex organizational cultures generate information from arcs, nodes and graphs, but limited 
to the categorization and identity of their leadership and talents rather than external demands and 
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internal resources, market opportunities or institutional guidelines. In such a process, complex 
organizations produce information to influence other similar organizations, although 

organizational cultures around power –obedience and conformity– coexist with complex 
organizations. 

The objective of this work is to establish the validity of an instrument that measures the 
performance of a knowledge network, focused on the weighting of organizational complexity in 
order to explain the neural networks (learning between teachers, students and administrators) that 

are structured in the processing and assimilation of information concerning the self-regulation, 
dissipation, adaptation and dynamics of organizations in the face of contingencies, risks and 

uncertainty of the environment.  
Formulation: In the framework of educational policies focused on the evaluation, 

accreditation and certification of the quality of its processes and products, will a theoretical 

network of knowledge, focused on professional training and skills learning, fit in with another 
weighted network? from your incoming, hidden and outgoing layers of knowledge? 

Null hypothesis: Given that the knowledge network develops a culture of success 
directed at quality; evaluation, accreditation and certification of its processes and products, the 
weighting of its learning, indicated by self-regulation, dissipation, adaptability and dynamism 

will be adjusted to its work culture. 
Hypothesis alternate: Although the knowledge network is guided by a culture of success 

in response to quality educational policies, the management, production and transfer of 
knowledge, measured in its incoming, hidden and outgoing layers, are different from its self-
regulation, dissipation , adaptability and dynamism.  

METHOD 

A non-experimental, cross-sectional and exploratory study was carried out. A non-

probabilistic selection of 100 administrators, students and teachers from a public university in 
Edomex was carried out.  

67% are women and 33% men. 59% mentioned being between 18 and 22 years old (M = 

21.34; SD = 0.12), 20% declared being between 22 and 29 years old (M = 25.23; SD = 0.25), the 
remaining 21% indicated an age greater than 29 years (M = 33.12; SD = 0.32). 33% stated that 

they had not completed university studies, 32% have completed bachelor's degrees, 20% master's 
studies and 15% doctorate studies. 32% declared family monthly income of less than 3,500 pesos 
(M = 3,254; SD = 21.23), 55% said that their family earned between 3,500 and 7,000 pesos per 

month (M = 4,562; SD = 234.12) and the remaining 13% indicated that their family earned more 
than 7,000 pesos in the last month (M = 8,712; SD = 243.14). 66% stated that they were single, 

20% in a free union and 14% were married. 
The Organizational Complexity Scale of Garcia et al. (2016) was used, which includes 

four dimensions related to self-regulation, dissipation, adaptation and dynamism. Each item is 

answered with one of five options ranging from 0 = strongly disagree to 5 = “strongly agree”. 
The Delphi technique was used for the homogenization of the words included in the 

reagents. The confidentiality of the answers to the written survey was guaranteed, informing 
them that the results of the investigation would not affect their academic or employment status. 
The surveys were conducted in the lobby of the university library. The information was 

processed in the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) version 20.0. Mean, standard 
deviation, KMO, Bartlett's test, factor weights, and synapse weights were estimated. 
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RESULTS 

Figure 1 show fit and acceptance of the null hypothesis, that is, the possible theoretical 

relationships, show a structure similar to the weighted relationships. Scree allowed the estimation 

of the instrument was established with formation, production and, transfer. 

 

 
 

FIGURE 1 

SCREE 

Source: Elaborated with data study 

 

Figure 2 show structure of relationships between the nodes is grouped and focused on 
four three phases: formation, production and transfer Knowledge management is reproduced and 

transferred from the balance that its differences suppose in the COVID-19 era. The ability to 
adapt to risks and the dynamics of academic training are other features that distinguish the 

learning structure. 
 

 
FIGURE 2 

 PATH DIAGRAM 

Source: Elaborated with data study; Fc1 = Formation, Fc2 = Production, Fc3 = Transfer 
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Figure 3 show covariance matrix shows the prevalence of the factors and indicators of 
knowledge management. In this sense, it is possible to appreciate that a fourth factor related to 

the creation of knowledge that explains management in creative organizations would increase the 
relationships, the explained variance and the confirmatory predictive power of the model. 

 

 
 

FIGURE 3 

MISFIT 

Source: Elaborate with data study 

 

In summary, the results show three predominant factors: training, production and transfer 

of knowledge. Each factor explains the factorial structure of knowledge management. From the 

confirmatory factorial model it is possible not to reject the hypothesis regarding the significant 

differences between the structure reported in the literature with respect to the observations made 

in this study (Nongo & Ikyanyon, 2012). 
 

DISCUSSION 

 

Studies of organizational complexity and knowledge networks warn that learning 

processes suppose a latent instance that would correspond to a manifest instance. In this sense, 

the complexity would refer to the learning processes and implicit knowledge that only the labor 

systematization grants, but it would be a manifest complexity if such information processing, 

elaboration and implementation of strategies are established in the tasks. The present work has 

found a prevalence of learning focused on the dissipation of information and knowledge rather 

than self-regulation, adaptation or dynamism. This is so because educational quality policies 

seem to spread asymmetrically among teachers, students and administrators, since the knowledge 

network they build seems to emerge from the diversity of contributions and the multiplicity of 

functions of its members rather than from a management system. Production and transfer of 

leaders to talents. 

Carreon et al. (2017) showed that although HEIs adjust their capacities to evaluation, 

accreditation and certification policies, they tend to innovate by assuming that the quality of 
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processes and products are a requirement for the provision of funds. In this dynamic, HEIs are in 

a process that goes from institutionalism to governance or consensual management of the 

production and transfer of knowledge. 

In the same sense, the present work has shown that dissipation as an indicator of the 

management, production and transfer of knowledge explains a dimension of its culture of success 

directed more as an innovation strategy than as a response to educational policy. 

Garcia et al. (2017) warn that the opposite process to the establishment of a knowledge 

network would be in the management, production and transfer of stigmas that, in the case of 

administrative stigmas, not only inhibit knowledge management but also reduce it to its 

minimum expression by canceling the climate of collaboration and innovation necessary for the 

production and transfer of knowledge from teachers to students. 

In the present work, dissipation would not only explain the organizational culture of the 

knowledge network, but would also explain how stigma underlies more authoritarian than 

democratic work cultures, distinguishable by their degrees of control over processes and 

production. 

However, Carreon et al. (2017) showed that the organizational climate of a knowledge 

network, indicated by the climate of relationships, support, innovations and goals, reflects the 

incidence of educational quality policies on the collaborative dynamics of an HEI. In other 

words, state institutionalism, close to an authoritarian rather than democratic culture, encourages 

collaboration and guides it towards success in evaluation, accreditation and certification, but 

limits its climate of innovation, thereby reducing the importance of dissipation in functions as in 

management strategies, production and transfer of knowledge. 

It is a crossroads, which on the one hand lies in the adjustment of the capacities to the 

state requirements in order to achieve accreditation and certification, but in another sense it 

consists of the innovation of the processes as a competitive advantage of the HEI regarding to its 

competitors in raising funds. 

In the HEI of this study, it has achieved the quality of its processes by adjusting its 

capabilities to state requirements, while generating a climate of innovation focused on the 

dissipation of its processes and products, strategies and functions. 

Therefore, it is advisable to incorporate the organizational climate and its indicators of 

collaboration, innovation, tasks, goals and relationships in the knowledge network model, 

focused on the complexity of organizational dissipative learning. This supposes the observation 

of two processes: one institutional focused on the climate of tasks and goals with respect to the 

educational quality policy and another inter-institutional focused on a climate of 

entrepreneurship and innovation related to the contingencies of the environment and the 

capacities of the organization. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The contribution of this work to the state of knowledge lies in the validity and structure 

of the confirmatory model relative to organizational complexity. The three factors found –
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formation, production and transfer– correspond to a structure of possible relationships that 

explain organizational. In this way, the objectives, goals and achievements are part of an 

informational and communicative process from which knowledge management is learned. Such a 

process is observable in creative process. 
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